Improvement Plan for

Padthaway Primary School
2019 to 2021

Vision statement
At Padthaway School we are ‘preparing for the future … today’.
We act to achieve this through our focus on literacy and numeracy and by
developing students who are learners for life.
We do this through the learning program designed to develop creative,
confident students who can adapt and participate as globally aware
citizens.
We strive for excellence and educate students to be responsible and
respectful to everyone.

Click to upload logo

Plan summary
Goals
Increase R-7 student reading
achievement and comprehension of
all texts types.

Targets
Increase the number of middle primary students mastering
comprehension strategies as evidenced by Year 4 students
achieving higher than a scaled score of 120 in PAT-R and Year 5
students achieving higher than 125. (continued in 2020)
- Increase the number of middle primary students mastering comprehension strategies as
evidenced by Year 4 students achieving higher than a scaled score of 120 in PAT-R and Year 5
students achieving higher than 125.
- At least half of the students (Year 3, 5 and 7) to achieve high growth in NAPLAN reading
between Year 3 and 5 and then Year 5 and 7. (Not assessable in 2020 due to cencellation)

- Increase number of students exceeding the SEA for Running Records in R-2 from 55% to
75%.
- Maintain the 74% of students mastering comprehension strategies as evidenced by
exceeding SEA in PAT-R Data Year 3-7.
- More than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort achieves Band 4 (year 3), Band 6 (year 5), Band
7 (year 7) in NAPLAN Reading.

Enhance R-7 student achievement in
writing.

For 2019 more than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort
achieves Band 4 (year 3), Band 6 (year 5), Band 7
(year 7) in NAPLAN Writing. (continued in 2020)
- For 2019 more than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort achieves Band 4 (year 3),
Band 6 (year 5), Band 7 (year 7) in NAPLAN Writing.
- NAPLAN Writing scores improve for Years 3, 5 and 7 with the mean score for
writing improving each year.
(Neither assessable in 2020 due to cancellation)

- More than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort achieves Band 4
(year 3), Band 6 (year 5), Band 7 (year 7) in NAPLAN Writing.
- Cold Write Assessment Scale demonstrates students R-7 are
above their expected writing level.

Challenge of practice

Success criteria

If teachers embed individual student goal
setting practices and refine their Guided
Reading routines, language, templates,
planning cycle and delivery of feedback,
then students will maintain high levels of
growth with comprehension in reading
and new Reception students will be
supported with a strong initial year in
phonics and reading.

R - Yr 2: Students understand how similar texts share characteristics by identifying text
structures and language features used to describe characters and events, or to
communicate factual information. They identify literal and implied meaning, main ideas
and supporting detail. Students make connections between texts by comparing content.
Evidenced in Guided Reading conversations and moderation of comprehension work
samples.
Yr 3 - 5: Students explain how text structures assist in understanding the text. They
understand how language features, images and vocabulary influence interpretations of
characters, settings and events. They analyse and explain literal and implied information
from a variety of texts. They describe how events, characters and settings in texts are
depicted and explain their own responses to them. Evidenced in Guided Reading
conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.
Yr 6 /7: Students understand how text structures can influence the complexity of a text
and are dependent on audience, purpose and context. They demonstrate understanding
of how the choice of language features, images and vocabulary affects meaning.
Students explain issues and ideas from a variety of sources, analysing supporting
evidence and implied meaning. They select specific details from texts to develop their
own response, recognising that texts reflect different viewpoints. Evidenced in Guided
Reading conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.

If teachers give consistent, deeper
level feedback on a regular basis to
individuals and small groups of
students, then they will increase the
complexity of their writing.

R- Yr 2: Students create texts that show how images support the meaning of the text.
Students create texts, drawing on their own experiences, their imagination and
information they have learnt. They use punctuation accurately, and write words and
sentences legibly using unjoined upper- and lower-case letters. Evidenced in writing
conference conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.
3-5: Students use language features to show how ideas can be extended. They develop
and explain a point of view about a text, selecting information, ideas and images from a
range of resources. Students create imaginative, informative and persuasive texts for
different purposes and audiences. They demonstrate understanding of grammar using a
variety of sentence types. They select specific vocabulary and use accurate spelling and
punctuation. They edit their work for cohesive structure and meaning. Evidenced in
writing conference conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.
6/7: Students understand how the selection of a variety of language features can
influence an audience. They understand how to draw on personal knowledge, textual
analysis and other sources to express or challenge a point of view. They create texts
showing how language features and images from other texts can be combined for effect.
Students create structured and coherent texts for a range of purposes and audiences.
When creating and editing texts they demonstrate understanding of grammar, use a
variety of more specialised vocabulary and accurate spelling and punctuation. Evidenced
in writing conference conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.
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•

Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will
provide support.

•

Text will reduce in size the more you type. Exceeding the optimal limits will result in illegible text size electronically and in-print.

•

Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.

•

Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.

•

Publish your school improvement plan (steps 1-3) on your school website.

•

Work through step 4 (Improve practice and monitor impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published
on your website.

•

Complete step 5 (Review and evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should
inform the Improvement Planning - Review and evaluate section of your annual report to the school community.

•

Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

•

Note that each text box has a specific optimal character limit. Character limit includes words, punctuation, bullet points and spaces.

•

Be careful when copying from other documents, and remove any paragraph spaces from lists and bullet points as that will reduce text size.

•

Steps 1-3 will auto-populate as you type in text, meaning text will carry over across multiple pages and sections.

For further information and advice, contact:
Review, Improvement and Accountability
Phone: 8226 1284
education.RIA@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

1

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3 goals and annual
targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
Goal

Targets

Goal 1 Increase R-7 student reading
achievement and
comprehension of all texts
types.

Goal 2 Enhance R-7 student
achievement in writing.

Goal 3

Analyse
and prioritise

2019

Increase the number of middle primary students mastering comprehension strategies as evidenced by Year 4 students
achieving higher than a scaled score of 120 in PAT-R and Year 5 students achieving higher than 125. (continued in 2020)

2020

- Increase the number of middle primary students mastering comprehension strategies as evidenced by Year 4 students achieving higher than a scaled score of 120 in PAT-R
and Year 5 students achieving higher than 125.
- At least half of the students (Year 3, 5 and 7) to achieve high growth in NAPLAN reading between Year 3 and 5 and then Year 5 and 7. (Not assessable in 2020 due to
cencellation)

2021

- Increase number of students exceeding the SEA for Running Records in R-2 from 55% to 75%.
- Maintain the 74% of students mastering comprehension strategies as evidenced by exceeding SEA in PAT-R Data Year 3-7.
- More than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort achieves Band 4 (year 3), Band 6 (year 5), Band 7 (year 7) in NAPLAN Reading.

2019

For 2019 more than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort achieves Band 4 (year 3), Band 6 (year 5), Band 7
(year 7) in NAPLAN Writing. (continued in 2020)

2020

- For 2019 more than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort achieves Band 4 (year 3), Band 6 (year 5), Band 7 (year 7) in NAPLAN Writing.
- NAPLAN Writing scores improve for Years 3, 5 and 7 with the mean score for writing improving each year.
(Neither assessable in 2020 due to cancellation)

2021

- More than half of the Year 3, 5 and 7 cohort achieves Band 4 (year 3), Band 6 (year 5), Band 7 (year 7) in NAPLAN Writing.
- Cold Write Assessment Scale demonstrates students R-7 are above their expected writing level.

2019

2020

2021
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Step 2

2

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the question ‘What areas of
practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of practice for each goal in the table below.
Challenge of practice

Determine
challenge of
practice

Success criteria

Goal 1 If teachers embed individual student goal
setting practices and refine their Guided
Reading routines, language, templates, planning
cycle and delivery of feedback, then students
will maintain high levels of growth with
comprehension in reading and new Reception
students will be supported with a strong initial
year in phonics and reading.

R - Yr 2: Students understand how similar texts share characteristics by identifying text structures and language features used to describe characters
and events, or to communicate factual information. They identify literal and implied meaning, main ideas and supporting detail. Students make
connections between texts by comparing content. Evidenced in Guided Reading conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.
Yr 3 - 5: Students explain how text structures assist in understanding the text. They understand how language features, images and vocabulary
influence interpretations of characters, settings and events. They analyse and explain literal and implied information from a variety of texts. They
describe how events, characters and settings in texts are depicted and explain their own responses to them. Evidenced in Guided Reading
conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.
Yr 6 /7: Students understand how text structures can influence the complexity of a text and are dependent on audience, purpose and context. They
demonstrate understanding of how the choice of language features, images and vocabulary affects meaning. Students explain issues and ideas from
a variety of sources, analysing supporting evidence and implied meaning. They select specific details from texts to develop their own response,
recognising that texts reflect different viewpoints. Evidenced in Guided Reading conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.

Goal 2 If teachers give consistent, deeper level
feedback on a regular basis to individuals and
small groups of students, then they will increase
the complexity of their writing.

R- Yr 2: Students create texts that show how images support the meaning of the text. Students create texts, drawing on their own experiences, their
imagination and information they have learnt. They use punctuation accurately, and write words and sentences legibly using unjoined upper- and
lower-case letters. Evidenced in writing conference conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.
3-5: Students use language features to show how ideas can be extended. They develop and explain a point of view about a text, selecting
information, ideas and images from a range of resources. Students create imaginative, informative and persuasive texts for different purposes and
audiences. They demonstrate understanding of grammar using a variety of sentence types. They select specific vocabulary and use accurate spelling
and punctuation. They edit their work for cohesive structure and meaning. Evidenced in writing conference conversations and moderation of Big
Write work samples.
6/7: Students understand how the selection of a variety of language features can influence an audience. They understand how to draw on personal
knowledge, textual analysis and other sources to express or challenge a point of view. They create texts showing how language features and images
from other texts can be combined for effect. Students create structured and coherent texts for a range of purposes and audiences. When creating
and editing texts they demonstrate understanding of grammar, use a variety of more specialised vocabulary and accurate spelling and punctuation.
Evidenced in writing conference conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.

Goal 3
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Step 3

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 1: Increase R-7 student reading achievement and comprehension of all texts types.
Challenge of practice:

If teachers embed individual student goal setting practices and refine their Guided Reading routines, language,
templates, planning cycle and delivery of feedback, then students will maintain high levels of growth with
comprehension in reading and new Reception students will be supported with a strong initial year in phonics and
reading.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Further PD online - focused on Fountas and Pinnell
Term 1 or 2
Literacy Continuum to refine Guided Reading practice
relating to planning, tracking and goal setting

Leader - source, attend and support
teachers
All Teachers - attend, responsively
enhance planning

F & P Literacy Continuum Text
Time - SFD
$300 for online training

Analyse reading data from 2020. Make any changes
to whole site plan and Reading Agreement. Use
individual data to set 2021 goals for the growth and
achievement

Leader - collate 2020 whole site reading data
and facilitate analysis
Teachers - collate 2020 year level reading
data, actively participate, handover of
information to others teaching that year
level in 2021 and plan accordingly

2020 reading data (PAT and F & P)
Literacy Guide Books
F & P Literacy continuum
Curriculum standards and progressions

Week 0

Term 1: formal
Modeling, observations and feedback of teaching
practice relating to Guided Reading note recording to
Informal leader
further refine practice.

Leader - observe teaching practice of note
recording and provide feedback, provide
modeling of recording for teacher
observation of
observation
teaching each term Teachers - Will be responsive to leader
feedback and modeling

Observation recording templates
Guided Reading recording template
Scheduling
Teaching Sprint prior knowledge, skills and
planning
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 1 continued:
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Moderation:
Plan adjustments responsively, to occur during Guided Reading
for individual students. Use individual data to monitor progress
towards goals for growth and achievement. Adjust planning in
response to evident needs across class or small groups.

End Terms 2 and Leader - facilitate moderation
Teachers - provide data and work
4
samples, moderate and make
adjustments

Reading Data (F & P, PAT, NAPLAN, Guided
Reading notes)
Curriculum standards
SEA
Work Samples - Comprehension Tasks
1/2 SFD x 2

Purchase and begin InitiaLit programme to support
R-2 Phonics and Reading

Term 1

Leader - source and support teacher
implementation
JP Teacher - Implement and adapt to
class

InitiaLit Programme
$6500

Review SIP progress

Week 9: All
terms

Teachers with leader- provide
evidence, feedback and make
adjustments

SIP Targets
NAPLAN Reading Data
PAT-R Data
F & P data
Guided Reading notes

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria

$6800 PD and resourcing
R - Yr 2: Students understand how similar texts share characteristics by identifying text structures and language features used to describe characters and events, or to communicate factual
information. They identify literal and implied meaning, main ideas and supporting detail. Students make connections between texts by comparing content. Evidenced in Guided Reading
conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.
Yr 3 - 5: Students explain how text structures assist in understanding the text. They understand how language features, images and vocabulary influence interpretations of characters, settings
and events. They analyse and explain literal and implied information from a variety of texts. They describe how events, characters and settings in texts are depicted and explain their own
responses to them. Evidenced in Guided Reading conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.
Yr 6 /7: Students understand how text structures can influence the complexity of a text and are dependent on audience, purpose and context. They demonstrate understanding of how the choice
of language features, images and vocabulary affects meaning. Students explain issues and ideas from a variety of sources, analysing supporting evidence and implied meaning. They select specific
details from texts to develop their own response, recognising that texts reflect different viewpoints. Evidenced in Guided Reading conversations and moderation of comprehension work samples.
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Goal 2:

Plan
actions for
improvement

Enhance R-7 student achievement in writing.

teachers give consistent, deeper level feedback on a regular basis to individuals and small groups of students, then
Challenge of practice: Ifthey
will increase the complexity of their writing.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Analyse 2020 Cold Write data. Make adjustments to Week 0
whole site Literacy Agreement. Use individual data to
set 2021 goals for growth and achievement

Leader - collate 2020 whole site Cold Write 2020 Cold Write Data
data and facilitate analysis
Literacy Guidebooks
Teachers - collate 2020 year level Cold
Curriculum standards and progressions
Write data, actively participate, handover of
information to others teaching that year
level in 2021 and plan accordingly

Attend Day 2: 7 Steps to Writing Success to enhance
teacher knowledge and practice of teaching writing
explicitly, providing feedback and writing
conferencing

5th March 2021

Leader - source, attend and support
teachers
All Teachers - attend, responsively
enhance planning, explicit teaching
and writing conferencing

$1800 for training
SFD
Prior knowledge and notes from Day 1
7 Steps website - site membership

Observations and feedback of teaching practice
relating to Writing Conferences for individual
students and small focus groups to enhance teacher
knowledge and practice

Terms 2, 3 and 4:
formal

Leader - observe teaching practice and provide feedback in
Terms 2 and 4 pre/post sprint, facilitate peer observations
in Term 3
Teachers - Will be responsive to leader feedback during
Teaching Sprints and use peer observations to consolidate
practice and support colleague collaborative development

Observation recording templates
Scheduling
Leader providing release time for peer
observations

Informal leader
observation of
teaching each term
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 2 continued:
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Moderation:
Plan adjustments responsively, to occur through Writing
Conferences during weekly Big Writes for individual students. Use
individual data to monitor progress towards goals for growth and
achievement. Adjust teaching and planning in response to
evident needs across class or small groups

End Terms 2 and Leader - facilitate moderation
4
Teachers - provide data and work
samples, moderate and make
adjustments

Writing Data (Cold Write, NAPLAN, Writing Conference
notes)
Curriculum standards and progressions
SEA
Work Samples - Big/Cold Writes
Cold Write progressions
1/2 SFD x 2

Review SIP progress

Week 9: All
terms

Teachers with leader- provide
evidence, feedback and make
adjustments

SIP Targets
NAPLAN Writing Data
Cold Write Data
Writing Conference notes

Leader - facilitate sprints, observe teaching
and provide support, resources and feedback
Teachers - sprint, provide evidence of impact,
make adjustments and continue cycle with
new aspect of writing conferencing each term

Teaching Sprint Tools
Time (Staff Meeting PD)
Resources and learning from PDs - templates, routine,
approaches, timing and goal setting
Curriculum progressions
Literacy Guidebooks
Best Advice Papers

Teaching Sprint x 4: Processes and consistency across Weeks 4-8: All
site for Writing Conferencing during weekly Big
terms
Writes, to support teachers expertise with providing
timely, specific and clear feedback for individual
students
Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria

$2500 PD + resourcing
R- Yr 2: Students create texts that show how images support the meaning of the text. Students create texts, drawing on their own experiences, their imagination and information they have learnt. They use
punctuation accurately, and write words and sentences legibly using unjoined upper- and lower-case letters. Evidenced in writing conference conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.
3-5: Students use language features to show how ideas can be extended. They develop and explain a point of view about a text, selecting information, ideas and images from a range of resources. Students create
imaginative, informative and persuasive texts for different purposes and audiences. They demonstrate understanding of grammar using a variety of sentence types. They select specific vocabulary and use
accurate spelling and punctuation. They edit their work for cohesive structure and meaning. Evidenced in writing conference conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.
6/7: Students understand how the selection of a variety of language features can influence an audience. They understand how to draw on personal knowledge, textual analysis and other sources to express or
challenge a point of view. They create texts showing how language features and images from other texts can be combined for effect. Students create structured and coherent texts for a range of purposes and
audiences. When creating and editing texts they demonstrate understanding of grammar, use a variety of more specialised vocabulary and accurate spelling and punctuation. Evidenced in writing conference
conversations and moderation of Big Write work samples.
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 3:
Challenge of practice:

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 3 continued:
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria
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Approvals

Approved by principal
Name

Corinne Mowat
Date

Approved by governing council chairperson
Name

Date

Approved by education director
Name

Date
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